Payment
Network of
the Future
Pay with crypto or digital
currency online and at the
point of sale.
Monetize your products,
services and excess capacity
in an evolutionary smart
contract blockchain powered
marketplace.

and smart contract
commerce to enable real
time payments and
transaction processing with
minimal transaction cost.
The Recipico Network
features blockchain
powered marketplaces and
account management
portals for buyers & sellers.
Members and merchants
transact business and
facilitate the purchase and
sale of products, services &

Recipico is the first ever to

assets online and at the

combine a crypto currency

point of sale with crypto

and digital currency in a

and digital currencies.

gateway app with traditional

Buy the products and
services you want with
digital or crypto currencies.

Unique Model

Team

Recipico enables new payment possibilities in industries as

Recipico has seasoned leadership in business management,

diverse as venture capital, health care, supply chain, hospitality,

finance, barter, and the alternative capital industry to provide

advertising, media, retail, and many others. It facilitates new

innovative strategies and solutions required to meet the needs

forms of tradable assets that make it possible to trade or

of our international client base. Our team relies on unparalleled

monetize illiquid assets such as equity, real estate, excess hotel

transaction management, monitoring and evaluation, smart

room inventory, empty seats in restaurants and unsold

contract technology, team management, barter domain

perishable media for crypto and digital currency, which can be

expertise, and stakeholder experience in order to ensure our

traded, used for purchasing, or converted to cash.

clients’ and investors’ satisfaction and success.

Clear Roadmap

Proof of Concept
Our trade professionals have been instrumental in facilitating
hundreds of millions of dollars in successful trade transactions
for clients for over 25 years. From excess inventories,
production or capacity to unsold room night inventories, trade
has enabled clients to enjoy full value for illiquid assets that are

The journey began with building an online crypto and digital
currency marketplace, the development of a mobile gateway
app to convert crypto to digital and back to crypto, the
FlippCard dual currency debit card, and the FlippCoin, stored
value coin to gift or spend at events.

converted to spendable currency to offset business and
personal expenses.

Recipico | Crypto Commerce
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